The OPAL

Biodiversity Survey
Booklet

Please note: Online data entry for the OPAL Biodiversity Survey is closed.
However, you can still use the Biodiversity Survey to explore
hedgerows in your local area.

Introduction
Biodiversity is the variety of all life on Earth. It is essential for sustaining the living
networks and systems that provide us all with health, wealth, food, fuel and the vital
services our lives depend on.
OPAL promotes the importance of understanding, recording and conserving
biodiversity. Biodiversity can be used as an indicator of habitat health both for you
HUKMVY^PSKSPML(UPTHSZHUKWSHU[ZYLX\PYLKPќLYLU[JVUKP[PVUZ[V[OYP]LHUK`V\JHU
measure some of these by taking part in the OPAL surveys.
;OL67(3)PVKP]LYZP[`:\Y]L`MVJ\ZLZVUOLKNLZHZHWSHJL[VÄUKPU[LYLZ[PUN
wildlife.

A garden hedge,
London

Field boundary hedges,

A clawdd (hedge bank),

Shropshire

Snowdonia

Hedges are rows of bushy shrubs or low trees and are a familiar part of our
JV\U[Y`ZPKLHJ[PUNHZÄLSKIV\UKHYPLZ4HU`VM[OLZLOLKNLZHYLO\UKYLKZVM`LHYZ
old; some are older than our most historic buildings. Hedges are also found in towns
and cities, where they surround gardens, schools and parks. As well as acting as
boundaries and barriers, hedges are important habitats for a wide variety of animals
and plants. They form a valuable refuge for some of the plants and animals which
thrived in the woodland that once covered most of the UK. In many areas, this
wildlife is increasingly dependent on hedges for survival.
Clawdds and Cornish hedges are special types of hedge made up of a stone-faced
earth bank with bushes or trees growing along the top. They are more common in
the west, particularly Wales, Cornwall, Cumbria and parts of Northern Ireland.
By taking part in the OPAL Biodiversity Survey, and submitting your results, you can
ÄUKV\[TVYLHIV\[[OLOLKNLZPU`V\YSVJHSHYLHHUK[OLIPVKP]LYZP[`[OL`Z\WWVY[
You will help us to assess the condition of hedges across the country and to better
understand the importance of hedges for wildlife and humans.
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Hedge history
4HU`OLKNLZ^LYLVYPNPUHSS`WSHU[LKHZIHYYPLYZ[VJVU[HPUSP]LZ[VJR6[OLYZ^LYL
WSHU[LK[VTHYRIV\UKHYPLZZ\JOHZ[OLLKNLZVMHWHYPZOVY[VM\SÄS7HYSPHTLU[HY`
Enclosure Acts. These were Acts of Parliament passed around 150-250 years ago
ZL[[PUNV\[[OLIV\UKHYPLZVMWYP]H[LSHUK4HU`ZWLJPÄLK^OH[[OLIV\UKHY`ZOV\SK
be marked with, usually a planted hedge or drystone wall.

This line of trees was orginally planted as a hedge

Not all hedges were deliberately planted. Some are the remains of ancient woodland,
where trees were cleared for pasture or crops, leaving a narrow strip of woodland as
a boundary. Other hedges may be self-sown, for example along a wire fence where
seeds dropped by perching birds have been left to grow.

Wildlife habitat
Apart from acting as boundaries and barriers, hedges are important habitats for
a wide variety of animals and plants. They are one of the most biodiverse of all
the habitats found in the UK. It is estimated that over 125 of our most threatened
ZWLJPLZHYLHZZVJPH[LK^P[OOLKNLZ4VYL[OHU VMV\YMHYTSHUKIPYKZYLS`VU
OLKNLZMVYWYV[LJ[PVUHUKMVVKHUKVM[OLTVZ[[OYLH[LULKTHTTHSZMLLK
on their fruits and berries.
As woodlands have decreased over the years, many animals in them have adapted
to living in and around hedges, depending on each other and on the hedgerow
plants. Almost all groups of animals may be found in a hedge, including mammals,
birds, reptiles, and many invertebrates. Hedges act as corridors or ‘roadways’ for
small creatures, such as hedgehogs and dormice, to travel between safe habitats
under their protective vegetation.
Not all of us have gardens large enough to plant hedges, but some of the woody
plants found in hedges such as hawthorn and laurel can be grown on their own as
small shrubs to provide food and cover for birds.
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Survey preparation
The OPAL Biodiversity Survey has several activities:
$FWLYLW\ What does the hedge look like? (pages 5-7)
$FWLYLW\0Z[OLOLKNLHZV\YJLVMMVVKMVY^PSKSPML&WHNL
$FWLYLW\>OH[^PSKSPMLJHU`V\ÄUK&WHNLZ 
$FWLYLW\ What else is using the hedge? (page 11)

(VVHQWLDOHTXLSPHQWWRWDNHRXWVLGHZLWK\RX
t

t

The OPAL Biodiversity Survey pack which
contains this survey Booklet*, Hedgerow
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH, Invertebrate
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH,WDSHPHDVXUH and
OPAL PDJQLðHU.

ASDOHFRORXUHGFROOHFWLQJFRQWDLQHUto
catch invertebrates.
You could use a
tray, sheet or large
piece of paper,
or alternatively a
GXVWSDQDQGEUXVK
to gently sweep
PU]LY[LIYH[LZVќ[OL
hedge.

8VHIXOLWHPVWRWDNHRXWVLGH LI\RXKDYHWKHP 
t
t
t
t
t
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A map or GPS device
A mobile phone
(in case of emergencies)
A camera
A spy pot (see page 14)
A pooter (see page 14).

9LTLTILY¶WSLHZLILJHYLM\SUV[[VOHYT[OLLU]PYVUTLU[VYHU`^PSKSPML
`V\ÄUK>OLU`V\OH]LPKLU[PÄLK[OLPU]LY[LIYH[LZJHYLM\SS`YL[\YU[OLT[V
^OLYL[OL`^LYLMV\UK>OLU`V\OH]LÄUPZOLK`V\YZ\Y]L`WSLHZL[HRLHSS
your equipment home with you. The best time of year to do the survey is in
the spring, summer and particularly in the autumn.



6DIHðHOGZRUN

Exploring hedges can be great fun. However, it is important to take care,
LZWLJPHSS` PM [OL OLKNL `V\ HYL Z\Y]L`PUN PZ JSVZL [V H YVHK 4HRL Z\YL [OL
hedge has public access or that you have permission from the person who
owns it. Take care not to damage the hedge in any way. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, OPAL cannot be held responsible for any injuries which arise
through participation in the Biodiversity Survey.

t 4HRLZ\YL`V\HYLKYLZZLKHWWYVWYPH[LS`MVY[OL^LH[OLYHUK^LHYHWWYVWYPH[L
MVV[^LHY0MZ\Y]L`PUNULHYHYVHK^LHYIYPNO[JSV[OPUNPKLHSS`HYLÅLJ[P]L]LZ[

t Do not do this survey on your own. Take a responsible friend with you who

JHUOLSWPMHU`[OPUNNVLZ^YVUN4HRLZ\YL`V\IV[ORUV^^OH[[VKVPUHU
emergency and can call for help if necessary.

t Do not attempt this survey in the dark.
t Young children must be supervised at all times.
t 4HRLZ\YL`V\JHUYLHJO[OLJOVZLUOLKNLZHMLS`^P[OV\[OH]PUN[VJYVZZ
deep ditches.

t 0M`V\ÄUKIYVRLUNSHZZVYSP[[LY^P[OZOHYWLKNLZ`V\TPNO[ULLK[VJOVVZL
HKPќLYLU[Z[YL[JOVMOLKNL

t Cover

any open cuts before starting and wash your hands thoroughly
afterwards and especially before eating.

t +VUV[LH[MY\P[ZHUKILYYPLZMYVT[OLOLKNL\USLZZ`V\HYLJVUÄKLU[VM[OLPY
PKLU[PÄJH[PVUHZTHU`HYLWVPZVUV\Z[VO\THUZ

t Beware of stinging nettles, prickles and thorns.
t Bees and wasps may sting. If there is a lot of bee or wasp activity, survey

HKPќLYLU[Z[YL[JOVMOLKNL>OPSLTVZ[Z[PUNZVUS`YLZ\S[PUZVTLWHPUHUK
swelling, sometimes it can be much more severe. Seek medical advice if
stung near the eyes, nose or throat, or if the person has been stung multiple
times.

4VYLNLULYHSZHML[`PUMVYTH[PVUPZH]HPSHISLMYVT9V`HS:VJPL[`MVY[OL7YL]LU[PVU
of Accidents ZZZURVSDFRPOHLVXUHVDIHW\
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The survey starts here
Activity 1: What does the hedge look like?
@V\JHUÄUKOLKNLZPUTHU`Z[YLL[ZWHYRZZJOVVSNYV\UKZHUK
[OLJV\U[Y`ZPKL0MULJLZZHY`SVVRH[SVJHSTHWZHUKWOV[VNYHWOZ
4HRLZ\YL`V\OH]L[OLSHUKV^ULY»ZWLYTPZZPVUPMYLX\PYLK
*OVVZLHTL[YLZ[YL[JOVM
hedge that is representative of
[OL^OVSLOLKNL4HYRV\[[OL
Z[HY[HUKLUKVM[OLTL[YL
stretch before you start.

4HYRPUNV\[[OLZ[HY[HUKLUKVM[OLTZ[YL[JO

9LJVYKPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLOLKNLI`HUZ^LYPUN8\LZ[PVUZ1-15.
Use the photographs in the +HGJHURZ,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH to help.

1. Date of survey
2. Time of survey
3. Who are you doing the Biodiversity Survey with today?
Primary school

Secondary school

Youth group

Adult volunteer group

Friends or family

College / university

Other
4. Have you carried out a survey like this before?
5. How would you describe the weather today?

5

yes

no

6.9LJVYK[OLSVJH[PVUVM`V\YZP[LWVZ[JVKL6:NYPKYLMLYLUJL.7:YLHKPUN
Further help is available on the OPAL website if you are unsure of the exact location.

7. Which of these best describes the area the hedge is in?

Urban

Garden

Park

School



Farmland Grassland

Wood
or forest

Other

8. Which best describes the area around the hedge?
Tick one box for each side.

Your
side

crops

grassland

hard surface

garden

woodland

waterway

Other
side

crops

grassland

hard surface

garden

woodland

waterway

cannot see

See the /LKNLYV^0KLU[PÄJH[PVU.\PKL for larger photographs to help you answer
Questions 9-11
9. Describe theVWUXFWXUH of the hedge. Tick one box only.

a

Line of bushes

b

Line of trees

c

Bushes and trees

10. Are there gaps in the hedge? Tick one box only.

a

No gaps

b

A few gaps

c

4VYLNHWZ[OHUOLKNL
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11. Describe the shape of the hedge. Tick as many as apply.

a

Neatly trimmed

b

Untrimmed

d

3LNN`¶H[VW
heavy hedge

e

Laid or coppiced

c

Heavily cut

12. What other features can you see on or beside the hedge?
Tick as many as apply.
Fence

Ditch

Bank

a

Wall

e

Undisturbed strip of vegetation (over 1 metre wide) next to the hedge

b

c

d

13. What is the height of the hedge?
under 1m

1-2m

T

V]LYT

14. What is the width of the hedge?
under 1m

1-2m

over 2m

15. What is the total length of the hedge?
under 5m

7

5-20m

20-50m

over 50m



Activity 2: Is the hedge a source of

food for wildlife?

<ZL[OLPTHNLZVU[OL+HGJHURZ,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH to help you
PKLU[PM`[OLZOY\IZ`V\ÄUKPU[OLOLKNL
16.;PJRHZTHU`ZWLJPLZHZ`V\ÄUKPU[OLTL[YLZ[YL[JOVMOLKNL+VUV[
record trees that are taller than the hedge. If you are uncertain of the species then
tick ‘other’. Use the blank spaces for any other species.

Beech

+VN9VZL

Hazel

Laurel

Bramble

Elder

Holly

Privet

Blackthorn

Hawthorn

Ivy

Yew

Other

17.,Z[PTH[L[OLU\TILYVMILYYPLZU\[ZHUKÅV^LYZPU[OLTL[YLZ[YL[JOVM
hedge.
a

0

b

1-10

c

10-100

d

100-1000

e

more than 1000
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(J[P]P[`! >OH[^PSKSPMLJHU`V\ÄUK&
3VVRMVYPU]LY[LIYH[LZPU[OLTL[YL
stretch of hedge.
You will need a pale-coloured collecting
JVU[HPULY@V\JV\SK\ZLH[YH`ZOLL[VY
SHYNLWPLJLVMWHWLYVYHS[LYUH[P]LS`H
dustpan and brush.
Catch invertebrates in the hedge by:
,P[OLYNLU[S`ZOHRPUN[OLIYHUJOLZ
above your container so that the
invertebrates fall in

4L[OVK!:OHRPUN[OLIYHUJOLZ
above a pale-coloured container

2 Or using a dustpan and brush to gently
sweep the outer leaves of the hedge to
RUVJR[OLPU]LY[LIYH[LZPU[V[OLK\Z[WHU
Take care not to disturb nesting birds.
Now use the ,QYHUWHEUDWH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ
*XLGH to help identify what you have
found.

4L[OVK!<ZPUNHK\Z[WHUHUKIY\ZO

0M`V\HYLUV[Z\YLVMHUPKLU[PÄJH[PVUWVZ[
a photograph to ZZZLVSRWQDWXUHRUJ and
ZVTLVUL^PSSOLSW`V\[VPKLU[PM`P[

9

18.*V\U[[OLPU]LY[LIYH[LZVIZLY]LKPU[OLTZ[YL[JOVMOLKNL^OL[OLY
they were caught or not. If unsure of the numbers then estimate or just tick
the box.

Aphid

Ant

)SV^Å`

Bumblebee

)\[[LYÅ`

Caterpillar

Centipede

*YHULÅ`

Earwig

Froghopper

Harvestman

/V]LYÅ`

Lacewing

Ladybird

4PSSPWLKL

4V[O

Other beetle

Shieldbug

Slug

Snail

Spider

Wasp

Weevil

Woodlouse

Use the blank spaces to record any other invertebrates seen.
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Activity 4: What else is using the hedge?
3VVRMVYZPNUZ[OH[HUPTHSZOH]LTHKL
I\YYV^ZPU[OLTL[YLZ[YL[JOVMOLKNL
<ZL[OL[HWLTLHZ\YLPU`V\YWHJR
[VTLHZ\YL[OLZPaLVMHSSOVSLZPU[OL
ground under or next to the hedge
8\LZ[PVU19). Only record holes that are
MYLLMYVTSLH]LZZ[VULZSVVZLZVPSVY
other debris.

4LHZ\YPUNOVSLZHSVUN[OLOLKNL

-PUHSS`YLJVYKHU`HUPTHSZV[OLY[OHUPU]LY[LIYH[LZVYWSHU[Z`V\
PKLU[PM`8\LZ[PVU20@V\JHULP[OLYUHTL[OLZWLJPLZVYZPTWS`W\[
ºIPYK»VYºTV\ZL»
19.9LJVYKHU`OVSLZ`V\ZLLTick as many as apply
a

under
2 cm

b

2-5 cm

c

5-10 cm

d

20. Use this space to record any other wildlife you see

11

JT

e

over
JT

What do your results mean?
The activities in the OPAL Biodiversity Survey tell us
about the importance of hedges for wildlife. A national
survey like this has not been done before so your results
^PSSOLSW\ZÄUKV\[TVYLHIV\[OLKNLZ[OYV\NOV\[[OL
UK. You may have collected information from a hedge
that has never been investigated before, especially if it
is in an urban area.
Activity 1 is designed to collect information about the
size, location, surroundings and management of each
hedge. A score will be calculated from your results to
show the condition of the hedge. For wildlife, the ideal
is a continuous, dense hedge of bushes with occasional
trees. The bushes provide cover and food for small
birds, mammals and invertebrates; while the trees
provide nesting sites for larger birds and protection for a
range of invertebrates. Hedges which are cut too often,
or not often enough, have greatly reduced leaf and berry
production.
Activity 2 assesses the importance of the hedge as a
food source for animals. An estimate of the quantity of
food produced by the hedge will be made based on the
amount of berry- and nut-bearing species present and
the condition of the hedge. Some animals and plants
are only found where certain hedge bushes grow.

A dense hedge of privet, with good
cover for wildlife but few berries,
4HUJOLZ[LY

A neglected hawthorn hedge, with
a good supply of berries but limited
JV]LYMVY^PSKSPML4PK>HSLZ

(J[P]P[`  ZOV^Z ^OH[ PU]LY[LIYH[LZ HYL SP]PUN PU [OL
OLKNL;OLPU]LY[LIYH[LZ`V\ÄUKJHUILHMVVKZV\YJL
for birds, mammals and other invertebrates. Although
we have chosen the most common types of invertebrate
MV\UK^OLUZHTWSPUNHOLKNLP[PZWVZZPISL`V\^PSSÄUK
many creatures that are not in our guide. For more help
^P[OPKLU[PÄJH[PVU\ZLP:WV[ZZZLVSRWQDWXUHRUJ.
Activity 4 assesses the importance of the hedge as a
ZV\YJLVMZOLS[LYHUKWYV[LJ[PVU+PќLYLU[HUPTHSZTHRL
OVSLZ VM KPќLYLU[ ZPaLZ ( OVSL \UKLY JT PU KPHTL[LY
is likely to have been made by an insect, 2-5cm by a
TV\ZLVY]VSLJTI`HYH[JTI`HYHIIP[
HUKV]LYJTI`HMV_VYIHKNLY

Hazelnuts gnawed by red squirrels, at
the base of a hedge in Co. Fermanagh
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I’ve completed the survey, what now?


You can complete the survey as many times as you like. Why not survey
HUV[OLYOLKNLVYHKPќLYLU[TZ[YL[JOVM[OLZHTLOLKNL&



@V\ JV\SK Z\Y]L` [OL ZHTL OLKNL H[ KPќLYLU[ [PTLZ VM [OL `LHY
0U]LY[LIYH[LZHYLVM[LUZLHZVUHS^P[OKPќLYLU[[`WLZ\ZPUN[OLOLKNLPU
KPќLYLU[ZLHZVUZ



Do the other OPAL surveys. See ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJVXUYH\V



+V H KPќLYLU[ Z\Y]L` ULHY `V\Y OLKNL 4VYL Z\Y]L`Z HYL SPZ[LK VU [OL
5H[\YHS/PZ[VY`4\ZL\T^LIZP[LH[ZZZQKPDFXNELRGLYHUVLW\SRUWDO

Hedgelink
To have a healthy future, hedges across the United Kingdom
need the support of many people and organisations,
from farmers and planners to environmentalists and local
communities. Hedgelink aims to support all these people
and organisations, and to make it easier for them to work
together. They do this by sharing knowledge and ideas, and
by enthusing people about the importance of hedges for wildlife and our cultural
OLYP[HNL4VYLPUMVYTH[PVUPUJS\KPUNHK]PJLVUTHUHNPUNOLKNLZHUKSPURZ[VV[OLY
organisations with an interest in hedges, is available atZZZKHGJHOLQNRUJXN

37(6 3HRSOHâV7UXVWIRU(QGDQJHUHG6SHFLHV
In a constantly changing world where
wildlife is under threat, many species
are declining at an alarming rate. Since
 7;,:OHZILLUOLSWPUN[VLUZ\YLH
future for many endangered species throughout the world. They have a particular
interest in the UK’s mammals including the common dormouse which is increasingly
reliant on hedgerows for its future survival. PTES run surveys which rely on public
participation. For further information visit www.ptes.org.
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Optional equipment
A pooter
(WVV[LYPZHZPTWSLWPLJLVMLX\PWTLU[MVYJH[JOPUNPU]LY[LIYH[LZ@V\JHUÄUK
more information about making your own pooters at ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJ

A spy pot

1

0U]LY[LIYH[LZHYLZTHSSHUKJHUILKPѝJ\S[[V
VIZLY]L4HRPUNHUK\ZPUNHZW`WV[^PSSHSSV^
you to look much more closely.
<RXZLOOQHHG


Two clear plastic tubs, e.g. yoghurt pots
or drinking cups. They should be of similar
ZPaLHUKILHISL[VÄ[PUZPKLVULHUV[OLY



(WPLJLVMJSPUNÄSTHUKZ[PJR`[HWLVYHU
elastic band).



A pair of scissors.

2

How to make the spy pot
1.

*\[[OLIV[[VTVќVULVM[OL[\IZ 1

2.

:[YL[JO[OLJSPUNÄSTV]LY[OLVWLUIV[[VT
Secure with sticky tape or elastic band. 2

3

+RZWRXVHWKHVS\SRW
1.

Catch an invertebrate in the tub with cling
ÄSTV]LY[OLLUK 3

2.

.LU[S`PUZLY[[OLV[OLY[\IPU[V[OLÄYZ[[\I
then encourage the invertebrate towards
[OLJSPUNÄST+VUV[[VWYLZZ[VVOHYK@V\
JHUUV^[HRLHJSVZLYSVVR9LSLHZL[OL
invertebrate as soon as you can when you
OH]LÄUPZOLK 4

4
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If you have enjoyed identifying plants and animals in this
Z\Y]L``V\JHUNL[M\Y[OLYOLSW^P[OPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVU[OLP:WV[
website (ZZZLVSRWQDWXUHRUJ) where you can also share
photographs of the plants and animals you have found.

This activity is one of a series of nature surveys
developed by the Open Air Laboratories (OPAL)
programme to help you get closer to your local
LU]PYVUTLU[ ^OPSL JVSSLJ[PUN PTWVY[HU[ ZJPLU[PÄJ
data. With funding from the Big Lottery Fund, our
network of leading universities, museums and
wildlife organisations has been developing citizen
science activities since 2007 and our resources
are available throughout the UK.
If you’ve enjoyed this survey, why not try another?
@V\JHUÄUKL]LY`[OPUN`V\ULLK[VNL[PU]VS]LKH[
ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJVXUYH\V
You can also see what your data has revealed so far and discover a range
of ways to get more involved in studying the environment on our website:
ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJ
ZZZIDFHERRNFRPRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUH

#23$/QDWXUH

This pack has been developed by Graham Banwell14HY[PU/HY]L`1, Jenny
Worthington1, Jonathan Silvertown1, Janice Ansine19VI>VS[VU2, Jim
Jones, Linda Davies49VNLY-YHKLYH4, Gill Stevens5, Simon Norman6.
Photographs by: Graham Banwell, Simon Norman, Sarah West, Gill Stevens,
Jim Jones. ,KP[PUNI`!9VNLY-YHKLYH4, Laura Gosling4, Poppy Lakeman
Fraser42H[L4HY[PU4 and David Slawson4. 1Open University, 2Hedgelink, PTES
4Imperial College London, 55H[\YHS/PZ[VY`4\ZL\T6Field Studies Council.
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